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Mr. P.M.Mathew Jenuay 16,1969

Stanley Please

Poposed Stud on: "InvestMent Pranotion for Developing Countries "
A4l Abdel-Meguid

Thank you for sending the letter and attacheents on the above for
commenta. In fact the proposed study lies almost entirely outside the field
of interest of my Division which is conoened specifically with domestic
resource mobilization through the financial institutions. This study on the
contrary is concerned with the mobilisation of foreii funds and then large-
ly with aspects of this problemi outside of the financial institutiona (see
in particular, the tentative outline which is presented by Mr. Abdel-Meguid).
It might, however, be of value to let John Hulley or Ugo Sacchetti see these
papers for the subject matter falls within their field of responsibility.
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A proposed study entitled "Investment Promotion for DevloiCountrie:

A Comparative S y oPrl d Practices."

Adly Abdel-M eguid

Background

In reviewing books, monographs or reports on econom development of

developing countries, I believe all would agree on the abundance of

material related to pure economic aspects of development, planning techniques

and experience, project evaluation and preparation, flow of international

capital to developing countries, the decision-making process behind it, its

direction and its volume, etc. No one, however, could deny the dearth of

material on the institutional mechanism by which developing countries are

and/or could be mobilizing foreign capital, know-how and management needed

for economic development, the problems involved in such a process and the

experience that may be put forward for the benefit of newcomers.* The

inadequacy of printed material on investment promotion techniques for both

local and foreign investment is not surprising. Only recently few

developing countries were conscious of the need for additional outside

resources to supplement their internal resources for the process of

development. Bi-lateral aid is on the decline, income from exporting

traditional raw materials is diminishing, prices of Imported manufactured

goods relative to export prices are Increasing. Developing countries are

finding themselves in a situation where they have to intensify their efforts

to mobilize external resources. Being aware of the efforts of developed

countries in attracting foreig investment, e.g. t3elgium, Canada, the eteala

*The closest example in the treatment of this aspect is "Methods of

Investment Promotion for Less-Developed Countries", Office of

Development Finance and Private Enterprise. U.S.A.I.D. January 1967.

The most recent U.N. publications are: "Foreign Investment in

Developing Countries' (E/446) 1968 and "The Role of Private

Enterprise in Investment and Promotion of Exports in Developing

Countries% Dirk Stikker (TD/35/Rev.1) 1968. oth discuss policies for

investment promotion and recommendations for further action. None

contain a detailed operational treatment of problems and practices.
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the Netherlands. Siome developing countries, e.g. India, Israel, Jamaica,

Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, Puerto Rico, Pakistan, Taiwan, etc. have

already established investment promotion agencies at home and abroad.

Others, while contemplating the establishment of similar agencies, are

hampered by the lack of know-how and financial resources. They are still

following the traditional approach of trying to promote foreign capital

and look for know-how and management through their consular and diplomatic

representations abroad. This approach was found to be inadequate for

several reasons aong which is that the career foreign diplomats do not

speak the same language" as the business community.

The recent interest of developing countries in looking for capital,

know-how and management is evidenced by the fact that various requests

have been submitted to bi-lateral and multi-lateral technical assistance

agencies to establish an investment promotion programme at home and abroad

as well as requesting advice concerning the improvement of the operation of

existing ones.

In responding to these requests, it is clear that practioners in the

field of investment promotion are aware of the pausity of information

generally available on the experience of developed as well as developing

countries in this area. As a result, the sponsors of a new department or

a separate agency in the home country or at capital-exporting countries do

not have the opportunity to study and benefit from the experience of other

operations elsewhere be it in a developed or developing country.

The proposed study is two-fold. First, it will provide general,practical

guidance in the field of investment promotion at home and abroad, taking into

consideration the experience of advanced countries such as Belgium, the

Netherlands, Canada and the Republic of Ireland. Second, it will expose the

principal problems concerning investment promotion efforts by developing

countries and the approach followed to confront them.

/...
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In undertaking the study, the aim will not be to analyse the foreign

investment decision-making process. This has been ably treated in different

publications and especially in the recent one by Professor Y. Aharoni,

The Foreign Investment Decision Process, Harvard University Press. The

objective is to examine the ways and means by which some developed and

developing countries are attracting foreign capital, management and know-

how, to determine the impact of their different approaches and techniques

on the flow of foreign investment in their direction and to agugest

solutions to the problems that may be encountered. The 4esirabtlity of

establishing as apaial agency to deal with investment promotion.

Objectives

In detail, the proposed study may prove valuable in a number of respects:

1. Investment promotion agencies of developing countries at home and

abroad serve a needed function by acting as a catalyst for the foreign

investor and the various government regulatory and financing agencies. By

exposing the experience of one to another, their performance may be greatly

enhanced. It is hoped that the proposed study may play an important role

for developing countries contemplating the establishment of investment promotion

organizations similar to the pioneering role played by the books written by

Mrs. S. Boskey and Mr. W. Diamond respectively in the field of developrat banks.

2. Helping the developing countries in their dealings with:

(a) International organizations, such as the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP2, currently has annual resources exceeding $150 million

for pre-investment activities, are expected to be conducive to specific

investment possibilities. Making the developing countries aware of

the different investment promotion problems and practices may facilitate

UNDP's activities in this area.



(b) Regional development banks such as the Inter-American Development

Bank, the Central American Bank for Fconomic Integration, the

African Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, all have keen

interest in investment promotion being one of their essential

functions due toinufficiency of funds at their disposal.

(c) The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is actively involved in

the field of investment promotion through two aspects. On one hand

IFC sponsors a large number of national industrial development banks

in developing countries (Over -,4- in more than .l countries). On the

otherland IFC does promote, under certain circumstances, a large

number of projects by involving the participation of private local

and foreign investors. Undoubtedly, the IFC does possess highly

regarded expertise in the field of finance and investment promotion.

However, the availability of a study of an actual comparative

operation for investment promotion agencies in developed and

developing countries may be in line with the role which the IFC is playing

in the field of ecnnomic development.

(d) There is a large number of development banks which are non-IFC sponsored.

Unfortunately, some of these banks lack the necessary expertise and

contacts to mobilize both local and overseas resources. Development

banks have a unique position through which they can lever much larger

contributions from foretin public an rivate institutions and enter-

Purises for in iementation o projects. The proposed study may give them

an insit and added uport to their promotional role.

(e) he proposed study may give an infornational and operational support to

the efforts being undertaken by the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA).

At present the £CA is undertaking the establishment of sub-regional

industrial information and promotion centres in Africa, the establishment

of an African industrial development couneil to prove advice on sources

of capital and of liaison offices in Iurope, the United tates and the

Far ast to facilitate contact with potential investors.



3. The proposed study may also prove useful for any Eastern European

country in case there is an interest to attract not necessarily capital

but know-hov and manageent in the form of joint ventures. The recent

vxperience of Yu slavi and Penania i ase in point.

Conclusion

It is not claimed that the proposed study will solve the problems

of mobilizing forelgn ivestent in developIn; countries or that the whole

problems is a lack of knowledge on the institutionl mobilization of

foreign resources. lhe problen somtmes is a ack of ident iflied viable

projects. however, by understandi the institutional mecnaiam and the

needed atmosphere by which capital, loow-how and managemient is being

mobilized and the efforts and money involved for successful operation in

a very competitive market, developing countries may be induced to take a

second look at their own effor'ts in thi direction. Te result may be a

amoother flow of capital, know-how and management from developed to

developing countries.



Tentative Outline

The "rocess of Investment romotion At Homie

- Wat is investment promotion?

- Components of favourable investmient climate.

- Incentives to reduce uncertainty to potential investors (loans - guarantee,
tax-free zones, tax incentives, etc.)

- "Plausibility" studies for identified projects.

Establishment of an investment promotion departmsent or agency.

- Does the situation warrant a specialized institution'.

-- Organization.

- Governmental - semi-govermental or non-governmental organization.

- inanc i-.

- Co-ordinat ion with govermental departments.

-Staffing - consultantsn3.

- Contacts with local busines&men and visiting iestors.

- Follow-up of promoted projects.

~ Experience of advanced countries (Belgi;, Canada, the Netherlands etc.)

- Experience of developing countries (India, Israel, Puerto Rico etc.)

PART II

The Pro ofInvestent romotion : Abroad

- Experience of developed and developing7 countries as related to techniques

and tools off investment promotion abroad.

- Stff ing and fac ilities.

- Budget and Cost.

- Communication with home off ice.



II. Promotional Techniqiues.

- C'onference, use of media, irect mail and prowaotion literature.

- arramme planning - elements and tiing of a successful promotion,

programnae.

- Use of proiotion consultants and tir cost.

III. Identification of the Pro¶spective InvestinP Corporationl and

the AmropriaeE~uie

- Sources of prospects - contacts with the governmental organisation,

professional publications, etc.

- Other leads to comnies interested in specific projects abroad.

- Defining the corporate interest and approach.

- Identifying the appropriate executive.

IV. ro t resentations wnd ffollow-LY).

- Selectin and prparing the appropriate information on the

proposed project.

- Follow-throuh - provding additionl informat ion to the

potential investor on planed schedule.

- Co-ordinating wi commere lal banks and ofictal agencies.

T I

- Conclusions and. rco mend t ons.

-Dtaon Investment Promotion Agencies of Developed and Develop ing~ Countries.

- .Sampl 1Charters.


